The perfect solution

Mipa PUR HS Mixing System

Successful Car Refinishing
The optimal paint for commercial vehicles

Mipa PUR HS-paint system is the answer to the question concerning the optimal paint for commercial vehicles. This paint system brings together economic and cost saving application with first class surface quality and visual results. The wide selection of primers/fillers, hardeners and additives enables the best solution of every paint problem around commercial vehicles. No matter if overall or repair paintings - the results are always perfect surfaces with a high stability of value.

The high resistance to light and weather besides others has been proved by tests under the sun of Florida and in the snow and ice of Finland. The use of Mipa PUR HS-paint system includes a high degree of environmental protection that starts with the production of our products. The high solid content of the top coat lowers the expulsion of solvents and therefore the burdening for the user and the environment. The modern technology and the excellent features of Mipa PUR HS result in a top class paint system. Get to know the new way of commercial vehicle painting, too!

Mipa PUR HS Mixing System:
Mipa PUR HS Mixing System

A perfect system for all vehicle parts

Mipa PUR HS paint offers a great variety of colour shades for the individual design of vehicles. The range starts from RAL-, BS- and truck shades to fleet colours and many important passenger car shades. Besides the range regularly is extended and modernized.

Mipa PUR HS is compatible with all colour finding systems of the Mipa car refinishing program. In addition to the formulation software MipaMix 5.0 the Mipa Color System II and even the portable spectrophotometer Mipa-Mix SSP are available to use with the coating system. That ensures a professional and easy colour identification.

✔ Excellent coverage: up to 30 % saving in material
✔ Higher efficiency due to shorter spraying and drying times
✔ Perfect gloss and flow
✔ Several variation possibilities for all applications
✔ All solid colours for trucks and commercial vehicles, RAL and other standards available
✔ VOC < 420g / ltr.

The optimal paint

Mipa PUR HS sets new standards in value for money.

The Mipa PUR HS-paint system captivates with tested and proved quality! With its excellent features and economic application it creates durable surfaces which maintain the value of commercial vehicles.

The advanced technology of the complete paint system enables cost saving and environmental friendly paintings. Satisfied customers all around the world are the best proof.
Primer and Filler are the basis for a successful finishing painting. The Mipa product range for commercial vehicles offers solutions for every substrate and all requirements. Adherence, corrosion protection and filling power in different combinations, solvent- or water-based products – the perfect priming coat is always available for Mipa PUR HS. Economical wet-in-wet coating systems are possible as well as high gloss applications with intermediate sanding.

Mipa 2K-Acryl-HS-Chassislack, especially developed for the chassis sector, is available in several standard original shades and provides durable protection. Its particularly high solid content and excellent chemical and mechanical resistance prepare the chassis perfectly and efficiently for long-term stress.